Introduction
Before proceeding to the evolution of ergativity in the Western Hindi I'll try to define what Nominative and Ergative strategies are as applied to the Western Hindi. In MSH ergative strategy includes [+ perfective, + transitive] domain with ne-marked ergative subject; and nominative strategy covers everything else. Nominative subject controls verb agreement, while ne-marked ergative doesn't control agreement because subject is blocked by monofunctional postpositional clitic ne. Function of agreement controller transfers to direct object if it is unmarked (inanimate, indefinite, unspecified), otherwise if direct object is marked by ko postpositional clitic (animate, definite, specified), agreement is default (MSG) .
But historically the situation is more complicated. In early Hindi ergative and nominative strategies were developing simultaneously. The latter existed in old, inflectional form and was developing a new, postpositional clitic based, upgraded form. In the early Hindi the Nominative is unmarked, non-gradual as in MSH, while the ergative strategy, contrastingly, is marked and gradual. There is a set of parameters and a scale of ergativity. This scale represents a variety of ergative strategies from minimal to maximum manifestation of ergativity. A boundary between nominativity and ergativity is not obvious in early Hindi. Graduality and scalarity of the ergative domain is discussed below. DOI: 10.1515 DOI: 10. /linpo-2015 Inventory of the main participants -S and O -markers in Early Hindi includes the following items: Nominative, Oblique or Objective (inflected Dative) case of pronouns, kodative, ne-Dative. All of them are capable to mark both S and O participants and besides subject of deontic modal constructions.
Ergative domain in early Hindi is not standardized as in MSH and highly variable. Both
Ergative and Nominative share two parameters: subject encoding and agreement. Nominative strategy involves zero subject encoding and subject-predicate agreement the same as in the Nominative strategy in MSH. Ergative strategy in early Hindi differs from those in MSH. Parameters are the same: argument encoding and agreement, but their manifestation differs. Subject may be zero marked, dative marked, oblique marked or ergative (originally dative) marked, object may be unmarked or marked by dative (ko or ne postposition or inflectional dative of pronouns) or oblique. Agreement may be not only between object and verb, but between subject and verb as well. Agreement may be transboundary when predicate agrees with subject marked by postposition or non-nominative case inflection. Thus each item of ergative manifestation inventory may mark both subject and object. Actually vernaculars try to escape such an ambiguity.
Ergativity as a scale of parameters supposes minimum and maximum of ergativity. Below I'll try to determine what is a minimal ergative construction opposed to Nominative one and where is the point dividing ergative and nominative strategies. These questions are relevant for early, pre-MSH Hindi. Division between ergative and nominative strategies in MSH are quiet distinct.
In what follows I describe different strategies or syntactic techniques existed in the Hindi area. Method is descriptive, empirical and comparative.
Nominative strategy
Through the whole second millennium both Nominative and Split Ergative syntax developed simultaneously in different vernaculars both constructions randomly scattered through different texts.
The following examples taken from Dakhini and Braj demonstrate typical nominative constructions in perfective domain -perfect (1) and preterit (2-4): nominative subject and subject-predicate agreement. In sentence (1) with covert subject 1 SG and covert object (taarikh F) finite verb agrees with subject in M 1 PL. In sentences (2-3) objects (Patients) are feminine nouns, verbs in Preterit agree with subject in gender (M) and number (SG in 2 and PL in 3 and 4). Sententional object in (4) is omitted here.
Dakhini
Nominative strategy is the most frequently used in Dakhini. As known Dakhini was transplanted to the South India (Deccan) from the Northern India (Delhi region) in the 14th century. Developing in isolation from the Northern Hindi Dakhini has conserved a lot of archaic features including parallel development of nominative and ergative strategies. Usually Dakhini is considered as an example of "extreme convergence" (Subbarao & Arora 1988) . Surrounded by non-ergative Dravidian languages Dakhini was exposed to their influence. But the general trend in the evolution of the Western Hindi vernaculars also should be taken into consideration. Attrition of inflectional cases induced two mutually contradictory pro-cesses: evolving of nominativity and evolving of new ergativity due to upgrading of the case system. The former trend dominated in the Eastern Indo-Aryan languages, and the latter won in the Western Hindi. But the tendency towards nominativity is traced in all pre-MSH vernaculars. So influence of the non-ergative languages met the stage set for.
( 
Ergative strategy
As mentioned above a variety of ergative constructions is available in Early Hindi. Historically primary ergative constructions are those with inflected non-nominative subject marked by Oblique or Objective (Dative) case of pronouns, and zero-marked subjects represented by nouns lost their inflections. The only feature which distinguishes between Ergative and Nominative in this situation is object-predicate agreement (syntactic ergativity). It works only if gender and number of subject and object are different (according to Elizarenkova 1967: 116 gender is one of the obligatory conditions of ergative construction). lp lVii (2) alexander a. sigorskiy
Ergative construction with unmarked subject
Hypothetically subject is unmarked due to attrition of inflection. The following sentences (5), (6) and (7) represent three different options. In (5) the strategy is ergative because here we see object, not subject agreement. Unmarked subject formally is nominative, but object agreement indicates that the subject is rather covert ergative, or more specific of ergative origin. The phrase (6) may be treated both as Nominative and as Ergative as well due to the fact that the subject and object are of the same, masculine gender and of the same, singular number. These syntactic roles, S and O, differ by word order -SOV and by animateness (S) / inanimateness (O), but not by agreement. Ergative reading is possible only when compared with sentence (5). The sentence (7) (the Bundeli example) also as in the Braj example (5) demonstrates object agreement. Both arguments, S and O, are unmarked, S is masculine and O is feminine noun controlling agreement with the verb.
Sentences (5), (6), and (7) display a minimal ergative strategy No 1. Here objective, not subjective agreement in gender and number is the only feature which distinguishes Ergative construction from the Nominative one. Ergative reading of sentence (6) is possible due to (5) and (7) type of sentences of explicit ergativity.
The only manifestation of ergativity here is object-predicate agreement, and ergativity is syntactic. 
Braj

Oblique case marked Subject
Since the oblique case remained only in pronouns, subjects of this type of ergative constructions may be represented only by pronouns. Here two features of ergativity are involved: non-nominative subject, and agreement -objective agreement in (8) and (10), and subjective agreement in (9). In other words ergativity is combined, morphosyntactic. In the Braj example (9) subject-predicate agreement takes place despite non-nominative, oblique marking (blocking) of the subject. In this case "strengthening" of the subject (Masica 1993: 343) takes place, subject-verb agreement gets the highest priority against case marking and non-nominative, oblique case marking don't block agreement. The only parameter of ergativity in such a case remains ergative marked subject. So it may be called a minimal ergative construction No 2. Ergativeness of the minimal construction No1 depends on objective agreement. If agreement were subjective, construction would be nominative. Whereas ergativeness of construction No2 is supported by ergative marking of subject, otherwise it would be nominative.
Object-verb agreement in (8) and (10) means low priority of agreement against case marking hierarchy. So in this type of ergative strategy the syntactic pivot may be either object (patient) or oblique marked subject (agent). 'The thieves kept the daughter of the raja into the temple' Braj kii lok-kahaaniyaaN, in Liperovskiy (1988: 40) 
Old Rajasthani
Objective (Dative) case marked subject
Dakhini
The abovesaid about Oblique case as ergative subject marker pertains equally to Objective case. Objective case is an inflected case of pronouns only, and both subject-predicate and object-predicate agreement is possible. In (11) 
ne-marked Ergative with ko marked object (ACC SP) agreement
Direct object marked by postpositional clitic ko indicates specifity / animacy (Bhatt & Anagnostopoulou 1996) . 'He awfully beaten me. I, poor woman, kept weeping all night' Braj kii lok kahaaniyaaN, in Liperovskiy (1988: 200) 
Braj
ne-marked ergative with unmarked object (ACC UNSP) agreement
Such constructions have been presented in examples (5)- (8) and (10)-13). Here a peculiar Patient -predicate agreement in Braj will be discussed. Patient, a personal pronoun marked by Nominative, agrees with predicate in gender, number and person. MSH allows only dative marked personal pronoun as a Patient. "In Braj (unlike in Hindi), the direct form of personal pronouns (and of demonstrative pronouns used for the third person) in the capacity of P [Patient] can be cooccurent with the perfective verb form" (Liperovsky 2007: 150) . The same type of pronominal O -V agreement in person, number and gender exists in Pahari (Stroński 2010b: 240; 2011 'When due to hunger drums begun to dance in the belly…' Ibid.
Ergative in non-perfective domains
In early texts the Ergative strategy occurs in the domains now in the MSH replaced with the Nominative strategy. In the following examples (20), (21) and (23) 'Brahman gives a grain of gold ' Varmaa (1959: 31) 6. Multifunctionality of the ne postpositional clitic
Functions of ne postposition in early Hindi are: Ergative subject (Agent), Direct Object (Patient), and Dative subject of deontic modal constructions. Ergative marking of subject has been presented above. In this section Patient (ACC SP) and Dative subject of deontic modal constructions will be discussed. This example contains two direct objects, one of them in Oblique case, another marked with kuuN accusative postpositional clitic (ACC SP). Conditional clause with agar "if" uses nominative strategy in perfective domain, it is not marked direct object, but subject expressed by indefinite pronoun koii "somebody" is the pivot of the clause.
It seems to be that two forms of Accusative -Nominative unspecified and Dative or Oblique specified exist in early Hindi both in imperfective and perfective domains from the very beginning. According to Khokhlova in the West Indo-Aryan languages (Punjabi, Gujarati, Rajasthani) Accusative marked with dative postposition or ACC-DAT appears first in imperfect forms and later they spread into perfective domain (Khokhlova 1993: 47; 2007: 167) .
Deontic modal constructions
Dative subject in deontic modal constructions in MSH is marked by dative postposition ko, but in the colloquial Hindi ne marked subject is also possible. Shamatov (1974: 233) 
Ergative: active or passive?
Ergative constructions of the perfective-transitive domain are incorporated along with nominative constructions into the Active voice verb paradigms as active forms opposed to passive paradigm. But etymologically ergative construction is a type of possessive construction, for instant, Trask 1976 (a possessive perfect) when a possessor gets a result of his action. Hindi as a "to be", not "to have" language has developed local or spatial type of possessive perfect which denote an action and its result being done by a subject as situated near / by its doer (predication of localization, Montaut 2004; ; about dative or locative, spatial meaning of ne in Butt & Ahmed 2010) . Another approach to the ergativity in Indo-Aryan is that it originates in passive construction (passive-to-ergative shift), the recent review of the approaches to ergativity is Stroński 2009. Some papers in Russian supporting possessive origin of ergative constructions can be added : Maslov 1949 : Maslov (2004 , Sakhokiya 1985 , Edelman 2002 In Russian ergative (33) the verb is passive. With subject deleted ergative construction becomes passive. Below different types of passive perfective constructions with transitive verbs without subject are given. In (34) verb is in Pluperfect, in (36) and (37) verbs are in Perfect, while in Braj example (35) the verb is preterit.
Russian
Such "perfective A-demotional construction" are considered to be common at the earlier stage of ergativity when Agent played a marginal role that is a necessary feature of "originally" ergative languages (Khoklova 2001: 180 
Ergative intransitives?
A stumbling-block in the Indo-Aryan ergativity concerns "intransitive ergatives". I argue that there are no intransitive ergative verbs in Hindi at all. There is a class of verbs of mental and physical or bodily activities which behave in three ways: 1) as intransitive verbs, 2) as transitive verbs, and 3) may combine in their syntactic behavior intransitive and transitive strategies.
When these verbs behave as intransitive verbs they agree with nominative subject and combine with intransitive vector verbs, some of them may have an internal object of the same stem. Transitive strategy includes ergative marking of subject and co-occurrence with transitive vector verbs. Generally they have no direct object, or to put it differently, a covert or latent object may be postulated here. But some verbs used as transitive have an overt internal, same root object (48). Mixed intransitive-transitive behavior means nominative subject, subject-predicate agreement (intransitivity parameters), and transitive vector verbs (transitivity parameter).
I illustrate this with verbs haNsnaa "to laugh", "to make fun" and nahaanaa "to bathe". All examples are from MSH. According to a widespread opinion about ergativity of some intransitive verbs in HindiUrdu ergative usage involves volitional, intentional, purposeful reading, conscious control of the agent over action (Butt 2006; Butt & King 1993; Butt & Ahmed 2011; Joël 2010; Khan & Sarfraz 2009) . But it doesn't seem to be convincing. Usage of these verbs indicates that transitive-ergative and intransitive strategies don't exhibit any semantic distinctions. Both express volitional and unintentional actions.
The same may be said about notions of telicity / inherent end-point and boundedness / intended end-point (Chakraborty 2009 ). The given examples don't show any correlations between ergativeness and the abovementioned notions.
The following examples with the verb khaaNsnaa "to cough" are given to illustrate this idea that ergative and nominative strategies of intransitive-transitive verbs don't involve distinction between volitional and involitional actions. The verb khaaNsnaa "to cough" in the sentences (1) and (2) denotes volitional, intentional actions, but syntactic constructions are different: ergative in the sentence (49) and nominative in the sentence (50), while nominative construction in the sentence (51) 
Expansion of ergativity in MSH: Irregular verbs become regular
Some "irregular" verbs in MSH as bolnaa "to talk" and laanaa "to bring" which being transitive have nominative subject in perfective TAM forms are being increasingly used in MSH as regular verbs with ne-marked subjects in the perfective domain. laanaa as ergative verb (52) jab kutte ne laaii videšii sailaaniyoN kii šaamat when dog ERG brought PRET F SG foreign tourists GEN F SG ill-luck F SG 'When a dog brought an ill-luck to the foreign tourists' www.livehindustan.com/news/desh/national/article1-Dog-bites-foreign-travellers-in- Agra-39-39-163664.html (24-03-11) bolnaa as ergative verb Traditionally the verb bolnaa considered to be transitive if a direct object is present, like in (53), if not, it is considered to be intransitive and is not used in ergative construction, like in (54). But now bolnaa is used as regular ergative verb as in (55) 
The main features of case system of Old Hindi
Case system of Old Hindi (pre MSH) significantly differs from those in MSH. The main features of the Old Hindi case system are:
Case markers of Subject (Agent) and Object in Old Hindi -nominative, inflectional markers of pronouns -oblique, objective (dative), postpositional clitic ne -are common (shared) to both of these roles and marks both subjects and objects. As for another dative postpositional clitic ko, it is a synonym of ne in all dative functions but apparently it doesn't mark ergative subjects. Obviously it was the main reason of redistribution of functions between ne and ko postpositions in MSH as a result of which postposition ne lost its dative functions and the function of ergative marker became the only function of ne postpositional clitic.
Actually markers of subjects and objects differ from each other. Even when they are the same, subjects and objects differs by syntactic position -the first position for subjects and the second position in a sentence for objects, and by their semantic properties -animate and inanimate etc. One and the same case marker usually doesn't mark both arguments. Differential case marking operates but not distinctly enough. In other words, subject and object are marked in the same manner.
Another parameter is agreement. In perfective domain agreement may be between subject and predicate or between object and predicate. Besides, agreement may be only between nominative marked (unmarked) subject or object with predicate, or controller of agreement may be marked by some non-nominative inflection or by ne or ko postposition which in such a case loose their agreement blocking force. Such "transboundary" agreement ("absence of agreement blocking" in Stroński 2010b: 242) means that agreement is considered as a higher priority than case marking and vice versa if agreement is blocked by non-nominative case markers priority is given to nominative marked subject or object.
MSH has developed a different model. Different case marking is evolved. A special monofunctional Ergative case marked by postpositional clitic ne is elaborated. Oblique inflected forms of pronouns were strengthened with postpositions; independent usage of oblique case is limited to adverbial collocations. Objective case is used parallel with dative postpositional groups (OBL + P). Subject and object are marked differently with Agentive and Accusative megacases. Though both roles share unmarked nominative form, these shared forms combine with different counterparts -ergative and dative (Sigorskiy 2007) . Postpositions ne as dative and ko are no more synonyms. There is no transboundary agreement in MSH.
Case system in MSH is heterogeneous and is compiled of two different systems: 1) old, inflectional system of two cases -Direct and Oblique, and Object (the latter only of pronouns) plus Vocative, and 2) new, cliticised postposition based case system in which the first one is included: Nominative, Ergative (ne), agentive (noM, erg), dative (ko), Accusative (noM, daT), genetive (kaa), Instrumental-Ablative (se), locative (par, meN) and Vocative.
Two case systems are essentially different from each other. Both of the two inflectional cases -Nominative and Oblique -distinguish gender -masculine and feminine, and number -singular and plural. Postpositional clitics are just case markers. While ne postpositional clitic is a structural case marker originally of spatial semantics the other case markers retain more or less their spatial semantics.
OBL may be dependant and independent. Dependant OBL is governed by a postposition; independent has local meaning and is used in word-formation as adverbs and as a converb builder. Direct case (Nominative in new case system) also is used in formation of adverbs (achaa "good").
Compound postpositions are being drawn into the case system especially those semantically close to simple postpositional clitics: ke dvaaraa "by", ke liye "for", ke saath "with" etc. The case system in Hindi could be defined as a fuzzy structure with vague limits.
Case inflections and postpositional clitics (simple postpositions) share a function of case markers, but differ principally in their syntactic behavior (some of the differences are discussed in Anand & Nevins 2006) . Here I touch one more peculiarity of postpositional clitic case marker. Inflected cases -NOM, OBL and OBJ -as subject markers can be only heads of noun phrase whereas cliticised postpositions can be heads of sentential subject group or syntactic period as well. Case ending marked noun involves just left branching while postposition allows not only left-branching of, but right branching of dependent NP, insertion of a clause between dependent NP and postposition as well. For example a long period from a Hindi newspaper is given (inserted clause is enclosed into square brackets): Many features, models of ergativity of the Old Western Hindi lost in MSH are presented in different modern Indo-Aryan languages as described in Klaiman 1987 , Masica 1991 : 341-345, Deo & Sharma 2006 , Stroński 2010b 
